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FRED 244 Garang Mode 3° 
“PRED[is @ symbol stream processor. It takes as its input 3 

stream of characters and produces as its output another stream of 

characters which is produced from the input by direct copying 

except in the case of mecro calls in the input stream, which are. 

evaluated before they are put into the output stream. 

A macro call consists of a macro name and a. list of parameters, 

each separated by a comma. The name is preceded by * and the last 

paremeter followdd by a semicolon. 

eg: HMAC LASS ; 

Before the macro call can be evaluated the mecro must have 

been defined by associating its name with a symbol string. This 

string may contain special symbols ~/, ~Aa, 4 © which stand for 

the first, second, etc, formal parameters; the symbol ~ oO 

stands for the mam name of the macro being evaluated. 

e.g. ib name ABC  dAelunes atrng AB~IC~2AB 

the call * ABC,XY, PQ$ 

will produce ABXYCPRAB 

The system is completely seneral and it is possible to use 2a 

mecro call in place of or in conjuncticon with a symbol string any-. 

where. In particular, macro calls are allowed in the actual para- 

meters of other macro calls (including the name) and also in the 

defining string. The following examples demonstrate this point 

e.g. Name -  Assoatated Strmg 

A . ATA 

APA Prin~iP 

Macro-catl Result 

* ALCS ACA 

*AL ALCS; AACAA 

*#x ALPS SY; Pyyp 

Enclosing any string in the stringx quotes <.---..> 

hes the effect of preventing evaluation of any macro calls inside; 

in place of an evaluetion, however, one layer of string quotes is 

removed. 09. Taput string Result. 

ASK A, CER QA, CSR 

Q <H>RKp> Q*R; 
AKA, SDR QCA, CZOR 

The use of string quotes makes it possible to include any 

symbol in the output stream except en unmatched opening or closing 

string quote. 
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A macro is defined by a special mecro DEF which has been 

written in-machine-code—-and included-in t+he-system. DEF tekes two 

arguments: the name of the macro to be defined, end the defining 

symbol string. It is usual to enclose the symbol string in string 

quotes in order ta prevent eny macro calls or uses of formal para- 

meters from being effective during the process of definition. These 

quotes will be removed by the normal process of evaluating the 

arguments of DSF. 

* DEF, A,<AW~TADS 

MDEF, B, < BHA, XIX Bd; 

KRDEF, APA, S PYIV IPSS 

As definition is performed by an ordinery macro cell the system 

insures that it is possible tc carry. out a definition anywhere it 

is possible to use a macro call. In particular a definition can be 

incluéed in an ectual parameter for a mecro call and hence in the 

symbol string a@efining a macro. — 

In. general the actual perameter list of a macro call is lost 

when the call hes been. completed and this applies also to definitions 

that are part of the list. Definitions of this sort are therefore 

temporary and their scope is confined to this particular macro call. 

If a macro name which has already been defined is defined again by. 

a call. of DEF, the latest definition supersedes the earlier one, 

though without cestroying it. 

The basic macro UPDATE. which takes two arguments has the same 

sort of effect as DEF except that instead of establishing a new 

definition it alters the value associated with its firs$iargument 

to be its second argument. There is a limitation on the use of 

UPDATE as the space available for the value is fixed by the first 

definition, the new string may be of equal length or shorter. 

Integer arithmetic is provided with the aid of three machine 

code macros: BIN converts a digbi string, possibly prectded by a 

sign, into a signed binary integer. 

DEC is the inverse oneration, converting a signed binary intepge 

into a decimal digit string of characters. 

BAR takes three arguments, the first being the cherecter +, -, 

*5 /; or R, the other two being binary numbers. It performs the 

indiceted operation on these. BAR, R, X,.y; gives the remainder 

when x is divided by y. 
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